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The unsteady flow of Bingham plaitio btween two fixed coaxial cylinders aildet time 
dependent pressure radient has been discussed. It is found that the flow is possiblb in the 
whole of the region fgor the small interval of time. The solution is obtained in terms of 
Resael function and the results are presented graphically. 
We consider the unsteady flow of the material which can support a finite stress 
elastically without flow and which flows with a constant plastic fluidity (mobility) when 
the stresses are sufticiently great. Following Binghalnl and Houwink2 such a material 
is called "Bingham plmtic". OldroydS has formulated the constitutive equations for 
such a material. The problems of unsteady rectilinear plastic flow between parallel planes 
and through a pipe of circular section were studied by 01droyd4. Recently Paria5 
investigated the rotatory flow, both steady and unsteady, between coaxial circular 
cylinders of moving boundaries. We have6 studied the unsteady flow of Bingham 
plastic between two eccentric circular cylinders a d  confocal elliptic cylinders. 
In this paper the unsteady flow of Bingham plastic between two fixed coaxial cylindem 
under time dependent pressure gradient has been studied. We conaider the case when 
whole region is in mgtion. It is found that such a motion is possible for a small interval 
of time and as the time increases to i.&nity the velocity becomes constant. 
S T A T E M E N T  OF T H E  P R O B L E M ,  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  
We consider the unsteady flow of Bingham plastic between two fixed coaxial cylinders 
of radii a and b (b  > a).  Let us assume that initially the material is at rest and the flow 
is caused under the influence of a pressure gradient which is a suitable function of time. 
We select the cylindrical coordinates (r  , 8 , z ) ,  z-axis coinciding with the common axis 
of the cylinders. Let u,. ,ug and Ur be the components of the velocity in the direction 
of r , 8 and z respectively, then by symmetry u, = 0 , ug = 0  while uz is independent 
of 8 and a but function of r and t  , i.e. uz = u (r , t ) .  Let the pressure gradient be 
- - JP = P ( t )  
P br 
Phe boundary conditions are 
u = O  r = a  
t > O  
u = O  ~ = b  
(2) 
and the initial conditions are 
u = O a t t = O  
F U N D A M E N T A L  E Q U A T I O N  
?he rheological equations of states are : 
Elc~stk? Region - 
.\ 
pi; = 3xA 1 plik Y')  (3) 
po)k = ~ C L Q ' ~ L  J 
Flow Regim j < 
1 
~h = 21 els (% ptik pfe 2 Y' (4) 
Whh rl = 171 f Y (2e'ib e1tk)-) 
where q, is the (constant) recipracal mobility, Y is the (constant) yield value, p is the 
(constant) rigidity modulus in the elastic region and K (not necessarily constant) is the 
bulk modulus, whereas eij is the strain tensor, eij is the rate of st& tenwi, A = Cii 
is the delatation, p'ik is the stress tensor, The primes denote the deviatoric components of 
tensor, i.e. i 
1 
~ ' i k  = pik C @i& Y P) = - 3 Pii (Q 
being substitution t m r .  
The elastic region is treated as rigid and the transition conditions to be satisfied on 
the yield surface are 
(i) The velocity mnst be continuous. 
(ii) elik must vanish identically. 
The equatiom*of 19otion and continuity are 
D- 
where rui is the velocity vector, Xi is the external force vector, p ie'the density and 3 
denotes the differentiation with respect to time following the material particle. We also 
have 
1 
e i j  = ( 0 i . j  .+ " j y i )  , @I 
The above equations with appropriate boundary conditions on stressee, velocity and 
pressure determine the velocity field. 
-- 
S O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M  
w e  assume the velocity components in the cylindrical coodimtes (r , 8 ,  z )  to be 
. .- - . .  
+ U . = O ,  'Ug = O ,  Uz = G - ( T , ' ~ ]  
1 a p  where u is the function of r and t and pressure gradient - -= P (t) .  The non- a~ 
vanishing component of rate of strain tensor is found to be 
The oarresponding component of stresa tensor is given by 
if e# is saauined to be positive every whew in the flow region, 
pr+ = prz = 29e,t + Y (11) 
Tha eqmtioh of oentintlity is satidid i&&iea~y if GI taken as conatant m e  in eibaetloe 
of body forces the equation og d o n  reduces ttr * 
I 
Let us take = p ( t )  Qe-a (say) ( x  > 0) \ -- 
P 
wbere Q and ac are wnstants. 
Then equation (12) becomes 
where = V ~ / P  
I 
The Laplaoe transform .ii (r , 5 )  = u (r , t )  exp ( - 5 t ) dt of (13) and (2) reduces J 
0 
the problem to the ~colution of the differential equation 
where qa = g/v 
with the boundary oonditions 
fi = 0 for r = a (internal) 
ii = 0 for* r = b (external) 06)  
The solution of (14) can be taken7 as - - 
- 
P(5) aY -312 
2 = GI& ( q ~ )  + C2Ko (qr) - -- 
5 2&G- 5 L, (16) 
where (qr) and X?, (qr) are the modified Bessel functions of &st and second kind rea- 
pectively of zero order and L, (qr) is the modified Struve function of zeroth order. 
NOW using the boundary conditions (15) we have 
$16 h#. S a .  J., POL. 20, OUTOBER 19% 
iL- - . - - - , - 
so that - 
Hence by the theorem of lnvemionsr 
E V A L U A T I O N  OP T H E  C O M P L E X  I N T E G R A L  - 
y is choosen such that it is greater than the real part of all singularities of the kteg- 
rand in (18). In the fist part of (la), the integrand is a single valued function of h and 
has.pole a t  A = 0 and A = - a (a pole of order one) and the other poles are the 
zeros of the denominator. To find these zeros put X = - vp , then it becomes 
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Let.3,) p2 . . . . . . pa be the roots of the equatio2 
. 
,< 
J~ ( a ~ )  yo (bp) - J, (bs) YO (apj = 0 
- 
(1 9) 
Then the Eeros are 
A = - - -  vBI2 ) - vp22 , ,. . . . . . . . , -- $2 
These are the .simple poles of the integrand. 
A 
Hence by Cauchy's theorem of  residue, we obtain 1) 
-at 
b r 






N U X E R I C A L  V A L U E S  
Y 
Po* the ~implifioation 'of (20) we choose Q = aP - . Also we pnt 
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